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Abstract
This study examines the experiences of female journalists in Nepal in the context of rapidly growing expansion of broad-
band Internet. By examining the findings of the qualitative in-depth interview of 48 female journalists, it argues that online
platforms are threatening press freedom in Nepal, mainly by silencing female journalists. The study also indicates that the
problem is particularly severe in such a patriarchal society as a significant number of incidents of abuse go unreported,
largely due to a culture of shame as well as ineffective legislation. Over the course of this article, I have attempted to show
how social issues raised by second-wave feminism and online feminism are similar. The findings show that some of the
female journalists experiencing harassment tolerate it by being ‘strong like a man,’ while many of them avoid social me-
dia platforms such as Twitter and Facebook to keep free of such abuse. The study also suggests that individual efforts to
tackle the vicious issue of misogyny might not be enough and collective effort from legislation, media organisations, and
feminists is required to address the issue.
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1. Introduction: Online Misogyny and Women
Digital media have become an important aspect of jour-
nalism. Journalists are using social media to find news
sources, share news stories, and to engage with audi-
ences. Feminist scholars have argued that digital plat-
forms can help to bring women’s concerns and fem-
inist voices into the mainstream media (Baer, 2016;
Carter Olson, 2016). However, there has also been an
increase in rampant online misogyny (Ging & Siapera,
2018; Reporters Without Borders, 2018). The term on-
line harassment is synonymously used for other termi-
nologies such as cyber-bullying, gender-trolling (Mantilla,
2013), and is defined as a practice where an individual
or group use the Internet to harass, harm, or ridicule an-
other person using either a fake or real identity.
Female journalists across the world are facing dis-
crimination and harassment in the workplace and in pub-
lic. In addition to existing barriers, personal attacks via
online comments, threatening emails, and social media
posts represent a serious threat to the participation of fe-
male journalists. Even in countries that are relatively safe
for journalists, online misogyny is becoming the norm
for many female journalists (Adams, 2018). While the
Internet is an important tool for journalists to acquire
and disseminate information, it is also being used for
practices such as public shaming, cyberstalking, and in-
timidation, among others. Early feminist Internet schol-
ars (Hayles, 1999; Plant, 1996) were optimistic about the
digital platform’s potential to surpass gender-based dis-
crimination in interactions. However, it was quickly ap-
parent that the online world was not resistant to dis-
crimination or abuse. Various studies (Bartlett, Norrie,
Patel, Rumpel, & Wibberley, 2014; Nadim & Fladmoe,
2019) show that online harassment has stronger effects
on women than men.
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The digital platform has created a forum of free ex-
pression, contributing to a democratization of the pub-
lic sphere (Ash, 2016). The Internet has also a unique
opportunity to challenge the extent of male social
dominance. However, various threats associated with
technologies are silencing the diverse voices needed
for a well-functioning democracy. Some studies (Harris,
Mosdell, & Griffiths, 2016; Henrichsen, Betz, & Lisosky,
2015) contend that gendered assumptions are present
even in cyberspace making it challenging to obtain gen-
der equality.
As online interaction has been normalized as a part of
journalists’ routine in the age of digital journalism (Chen
& Pain, 2017), the Internet is also creating a new sphere
in which female journalists are likely to face harassment.
Many journalists are expected to have an online pres-
ence and converse with the public through social media,
however, those conversations often become misogynis-
tic (Chen & Pain, 2017). It is also contended that online
harassment has further increasedwith the emergence of
social media such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
(Hackworth, 2018, p. 52). An analysis of reader com-
ments within The Guardian newspaper’s online content
shows that articles written by female journalists received
a higher proportion of hateful comments (blocked by
moderators as a proxy for abuse and dismissive trolling;
Gardiner, 2018).
A study by Demos, a think-tank in the United
Kingdom, found that “journalism is the only category
where women received more abuse than men, with fe-
male journalists receiving roughly three times as much
abuse as their male counterparts” (Demos, 2014). Many
female journalists today are experiencing harassment
on the Internet because of their gender (Adams, 2018;
South Asia Media Solidarity Network, 2016). Similarly,
a poll of the International Women’s Media Foundation
(IWMF, 2014) found that two-thirds of respondents re-
ported facing intimidation as well as violent and sexual
threats online in response to their work.
Journalists should not have to work in fear due to
their job or gender. However, resistance to female jour-
nalists in male-dominated industries such as the news
media is not a new phenomenon. Feminist media re-
searchers from all around the world have long empha-
sised the issue of female journalists’ safety, particularly
the issue of harassment in the workplace and in public
(Joseph, 2005; Ross, 2004). The majority of recent stud-
ies have examined texts used in online abuse. However,
there have been limited studies concerning online ha-
rassment and the experiences of female journalists. The
studies are even more limited in the case of develop-
ing countries such as Nepal because Internet-related is-
sues are often ignored as a ‘first-world problem.’ This
study aims to examine Nepalese female journalists’ ex-
periences of online harassment, seeking to determine
whether such cases of harassment are of a personal or
professional nature. In addition, this research focuses on
how such incidents impact the work experience of fe-
male journalists (in terms of reporting and expressing
their views online) and journalism as a whole.
1.1. Background: The Nepali Context
The Internet has become vital for journalists to do
their job across the globe, and Nepal is no exception.
Internet penetration which was less than 10 percent,
around a decade ago has now reached more than 67
percent of Nepal’s population as of August 2019 (Nepal
Telecommunications Authority, 2019). Not only has the
number of Nepalese online news portals reached 1,380
(Press Council of Nepal, 2018), journalism as a whole is
moving into the digital space. It may be contended that
the changes that have taken place in journalism prac-
tices make the issue of online harassment of journalists,
mainly women, increasingly important.
The majority of journalists have access to broad-
band Internet, and while this has facilitated their day to
day reporting, it can also make them vulnerable to on-
line abuse. Nepal continues to face widespread gender-
based discrimination and it is clear that these prob-
lems are being replicated online. Incidents of online-
based crime have almost doubled in 2019 in Nepal,
compared to the previous year, according to statis-
tics of Metropolitan Police Division (2019, as cited in
Manandhar, 2019).
Following the end of the decade long armed con-
flict in 2006, the number of women is rising in male-
dominated fields such as the military, politics, and jour-
nalism. According to the Federation of Nepali Journalists
(2017), the number of female journalists has increased
to 18 percent, from around five percent in 2005. Despite
this, participation in and representation of women in
journalism is such that it continues to be a masculine do-
main (Koirala, 2018). The point of departure of this arti-
cle is that online harassment poses an additional threat
to the participation of women in a male-dominated pro-
fession such as journalism. Although gender trolls may
have individual motivations for harassment, Mantilla
(2015) opines that widespread misogyny found on web-
sites perpetuate a distinct form of violent gender abuse
within Internet culture.
Despite the evidence, experiences of online harass-
ment have not yet been studied inmuch detail. Although
the scope of the study is limited to Nepal, it may be that
the Nepali experience proves relevant in countries with
a similar socio-cultural background. Various studies also
show that gender and media matters reveal more com-
monalities than differences (Joseph, 2005; The World
Association for Christian Communication, 2015).
2. Theorising Gender, Media, and Technology
To examine the experiences of online harassment, this
article draws on the broader context of feminist theo-
ries, media, and technology. As presented above, prob-
lematic features of old media have transferred onto new
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media as well. Emma A. Jane (2016) contends that there
is a similarity between contemporary gendered cyber-
hate and key social problems (namely rape, domestic vi-
olence, and workplace sexual harassment) addressed by
second-wave feminists. It may be contended that gen-
dered online harassment is a reflection of the cultural
understanding of gender and women’s inferior place in
society. Gendered online hate is rooted in “old” misogy-
nistic discourses that insist onwomen’s inferiority tomen
(Jane, 2014).
Early feminist Internet researchers were deeply di-
vided by the utopian or dystopian nature of online
spaces. Many early studies of cyberfeminism tended to
either demonize or celebrate the potential for online
feminism (Schulte, 2011, p. 729). However, most of the
feminist interventions into new media at present have
always offered a way to balance the hyperbolic utopic
and dystopic framings of technologies (Shaw, 2014, p. 1).
However, much scholarship conceptualizes online abuse
as something different from a real-world problem. In a
country like Nepal, where the digital world is still a new
phenomenon, harassment and abuse of the Internet fail
to draw attention. The technologically deterministic ap-
proaches focus on the differences between online abuse
and physical harassment due to the former’s anonymity
and the lack of accountability online; stressing the need
to regulate online activities. I argue that what happens
in the ‘virtual world’ is experienced in the real world
by real people, making it a serious issue. Some schol-
ars such as Megarry (2014, p. 47) stress the need for
online harassment to be conceptualized as a practice
which excludes women’s voices from the (digital) public
sphere. This brings us to the explanation of Shaw (2014,
p. 2) who contends that similar to all racism and sex-
ism, it arises from a position of privilege created via the
same historical events that made “tech culture” a par-
ticular form of masculine culture. Similarly, a study by
Dale Spender (1980, as cited in Adams, 2018, p. 4) has
shown that abuse can result in exclusion from the pub-
lic domain. It may also weaken democracy as women are
prevented from exerting influence in the culture (Byerly
& Ross, 2006).
Various studies on gender and media show that
women are still discriminated against and are denied
fair representation (Byerly, 2016; Byerly & Ross, 2006).
There is a link between women’s participation in a male-
dominated area such as journalism and the sexist abuse
they encounter (Adams, 2018). British author Sadie Plant
(1996) discusses how the “digital revolution” marks the
decline of masculine hegemonic power structures, as
the Internet is a non-linear world which cannot be or-
dered or controlled. Previous studies have shown that
in any sphere, men fear a loss of power when women
pushback a boundary for gender equality (Beard, 2014;
Megarry, 2014, p. 48). Individual responsibility, ignoring
the abuse, or even denying the truth that there is abuse,
are some of the central themes discussed by women as
they talk about their experience of online abuse (Ahmed,
2016; DiCaro, 2015). These responses illustrate the ar-
guments of postfeminist media culture within which fe-
male journalists operate. Drawing from the post-feminist
discourse, Rosalind Gill (2007) emphasises autonomy
and free choice whereby women are “called on to self-
manage, self-discipline.” These discourses of individual-
ism diminish gender politics as various forms of discrim-
ination are “framed in exclusively personal terms in a
way that turns the idea of the personal-as-political on its
head” (Gill, 2007, p. 153). Similarly, in the early 1960s,
rape, domestic violence, and workplace sexual harass-
ment were trivialized and mocked, often being regarded
as a personal matter (Citron, 2014, p. 22).
The gender hierarchy poses a difficult problem for fe-
male voices which goes beyond the public/private divide.
Speaking in public is considered to be deviant to the tra-
ditional role of women and various studies have shown
that womenwho do not conform to their traditional gen-
der roles are disproportionately targeted for harassment
(Megarry, 2014, p. 49).
I argue that gender-based harassment is intended
to reinforce the patriarchy, where women are expected
to be a submissive victim. Despite the similarities be-
tween online and offline misogyny, its anonymous na-
ture and its potential to rapidly travel to a vast audience
make tackling online harassment a greater challenge
(Gagliardone, Gal, Alves, & Martinez, 2015). I contend
that there is a need to address the new theoretical chal-
lenges raised by the digital age in feminist scholarship.
Drawing from various feminist media theories, I ar-
gue that hegemonic masculinity allows men to maintain
hierarchical status over women as men continue to rule
the world of news media. The concept of hegemonic
masculinity has been used in feminist media studies to
explain men’s power over women. The theory also has
been used to explain men’s use of violence to legitimize
traditional gender hierarchies. I contend that online ha-
rassment can also be considered as a form of violence
to suppress female journalists. Feminists also contend
that sexual harassment (online or offline) are a result of
a deeply entrenched patriarchal gender system that dis-
criminates against women and favours “a dominant nor-
mative form of masculinity” (Uggen & Blackstone, 2004,
p. 66). While the study attempts to examine the find-
ings of the study in relation to more than one strand of
feminism, it relies heavily on the argument of second-
wave feminism. Drawing from the arguments of second-
wave feminism it may be contended that individual expe-
riences of online harassment are linked to sexist power
structures, meaning the ‘personal is political.’ While
there is a growing body of work exploring online harass-
ment, there remains limited empirical or theoretical in-
sight into the impact of such harassment. The analysis
presented here focuses on the nature of the harassment
and its impacts. This will allowme to further explore how
the experience of abuse intersects with aspects of gen-
der equality, press freedom, and identity politics.
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3. Methods
This research is feminist in nature as it mainly focuses on
the experiences of women’s harassment. A topic often
marginalized in academic research. As a former journal-
ist, I was curious to examine what was the nature and im-
pact of online harassment on women’s professional and
personal lives. I have employed qualitative analysis to ex-
plore the following research questions: 1) What is the
nature of online harassment as experienced by female
journalists in Nepal? 2) How has it impacted their per-
sonal and professional lives? 3)What strategies are being
adopted to combat the issue? Qualitative in-depth inter-
views were carried out with some of the analyses being
enriched by my previous experience of working as a jour-
nalist in Nepal. The interviews were semi-structured—
we followed an interview guide in order to get answers to
the same questions from all interviewees, while also be-
ing able to adapt to the particularities of each interview.
3.1. Qualitative In-Depth Interview
Qualitative in-depth interview is one of the traditional
forms of data collection. One of the main advantages of
this method is it maximises data quality while minimis-
ing nonresponses. In-depth interviews are often used to
seek information in highly sensitive projects (Lavrakas,
2008). While 26 interviews were conducted by the au-
thor personally, the remaining 22 were conducted with
the help of a research assistant. The research assistant
joined me for around ten interviews to become famil-
iar with the approach and focus of the interview. All
the interviews were recorded and transcribed later. A re-
search assistant also helped me in the process of tran-
scribing the interviews. 48 female journalists based in
two major Nepalese cities—Kathmandu and Pokhara—
participated in this study. Most of the female journal-
ists identified themselves as news reporters and few as
editors or news coordinators. Majority of the reporters
were working with political and business departments.
The respondents included representatives of 12 different
Nepalese media institutions, including online, television,
radio, and print.
Before adopting the interview as the method of this
study, I attempted to conduct an online survey of around
120 journalists. The initial aim of this research was to
reach the widest possible range of journalists. While few
of the respondents returned the questionnaires,many of
them were reluctant to participate even with a month-
long deadline. This was not surprising given the busy
nature of newsrooms and the sensitive topic in a com-
paratively rigid culture. Only 22 journalists filled in the
form after several follow-ups. I used the findings of the
online survey to further refine my interview questions.
Otherwise, the findings solely rely on the in-depth in-
terviews of the 48 journalists. The survey was also im-
portant to identify potential participants for the inter-
view. It helped me in the process of purposive sampling.
While the survey could have been more representative,
I had to go with personal in-depth interviews which may
have self-selection bias. As the objective of the study
is not simply to quantify the problem but also to con-
tribute to on-going efforts in combating the issue of on-
line harassment, I opine that the study has benefitted
from themethod of a qualitative in-depth interviewwith
semi-structured questionnaires. Despite the obvious fact
of selection-bias, in the second attempt, I went for the
in-depth qualitative interview with purposive sampling.
As it only covers only four percent (n = 48) of the coun-
try’s total number of female journalists, the findings
should be treated with caution. This research does not
claim that it is representative of the industry as a whole.
However, it aims to offer a deeper insight into female
journalists’ responses to abuse.
This study aims to examine the experiences of female
journalists faced with online harassment and to assess
how it has affected them and the news industry. While
harassment was not measured in absolute terms, jour-
nalists’ own assessment (never, sometimes, often) was
used. Subjects were divided into age groups of 21–25,
26–30, 31–35, 36 and above. Of these, the larger num-
ber were in the 21–25 age group. The questionnaire
had nine multiple-choice questions with the option to
comment (in some questions) with four of them being
open-ended. In cases where the subject reported not
having been harassed four questionswere skippedmean-
ing they were asked only nine questions. The duration of
the interview was 20 to 45 minutes and was conducted
mostly in their offices, colleges (in case of those who
were also studying in universities), or in coffee shops on
a few occasions. The interviews took place between 20th
February and 18th August 2019. All the participantswere
asked the same series of questions, with follow-up ques-
tions. While participants from various types of media or-
ganizations are included in the survey, only two cities,
Kathmandu and Pokhara, were included due to time and
resource limitations.
4. Findings and Discussion
These interviews with female journalists largely con-
firmed what had been found by previous studies—that
female journalists face harassment and abusemainly due
to their work and gender. Adding to previous studies
which have been based mainly in the first world, most of
these incidents were not reported in light of there being
a lack of proper policy as well as other cultural factors.
Respondents were asked if they have ever faced any
sort of online harassment. Asmany as 67 percent (n= 32)
said that they have experienced some sort of abuse on-
line. Only four percent (n = 2) said that they had expe-
rienced the abuse repeatedly. Participants could choose
the options: never, sometimes, or often. The higher num-
ber of victims may be mainly because of the country-
specific factor as journalism is considered a masculine
profession with more than 80 percent of the workforce
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being male. The findings indicate that the widespread
inequality and discrimination against women which re-
mains in Nepali society is increasingly being replicated
online (Koirala, 2019). Also, part of the problem is that
Nepali culture largely sees men’s sexism as something in-
nate rather than deviant. Eve teasing, sexists jokes, and
even domestic violence are culturally accepted in the
physical world (Koirala, 2018). Consequently, sexism is
deemed ‘normal’ and the sexist behaviours and com-
ments continue even in the digital world.
Comparison between age groups shows that women
in the 21–25 age group are more likely to report hav-
ing received harassment than their older colleagues. The
findings show that 82 percent (n = 18) of female journal-
ists in this group have experienced sexual and non-sexual
insults or threats online compared to only 50 percent
(n = 2) of women journalist above 35. The findings co-
incide with the results of other studies (Everbach, 2018)
that younger female journalists aremost likely to face ha-
rassment. While the harassment is experienced by the
participants of all age groups, McLaughlin, Uggen, and
Blackstone (2012, as cited in North, 2016, p. 8) argue
that women in higher positions are frequently harassed
compared to women in a subordinate position. However,
the findings of this study suggest that journalists in ju-
nior positions (74 percent, n= 28) are more likely to face
abuse online than their senior counterparts (44 percent,
n = 4). These findings may be partly justified with the
data of the age group which also suggests that younger
female journalists are more likely to be harassed. The
data, however, contradict the hypothesis of McLaughlin,
Uggen, and Blackstone.
Similarly, comparisons between the types of news
media organization showed another pattern of harass-
ment. The data indicate that female journalists working
with online news portals (90 percent, n = 10) and televi-
sion (80 percent, n = 12) were more likely to face harass-
ment compared to those working in radio (50 percent,
n = 6) and newspaper journalism (37 percent, n = 3).
This may be partly due to the nature of their work, which
keeps them onlinemore frequently andmakes them eas-
ily identifiable by the audience compared to journalists
from radio and print media.
4.1. Nature of Harassment
The other question asked was what sort of harassment
the female journalists encountered. Respondents were
allowed to select more than one option if needed. Out
of 32 who responded to this question 20 journalists (62
percent) stated that the harassment was sexist in nature
which involved comments about physical attributes and
gender. On the nature of harassment, 48 percent of re-
spondents (n = 15) stated that the harassment was sex-
ual in nature. They reported having received rape threats,
nude photos, and other harassment of a sexual nature
online. The studies (Kaur, 2012; Robinson, 2005) on gen-
der and harassment indicate the use of sexual harass-
ment/violence is considered a legitimate and expected
means to reaffirm that the public and private positions of
hegemonic masculinity which exist in the physical world
also exist in the online world.
Although this study did not include the experience
of male reporters, the gendered and sexual nature of
harassment indicates female journalists are more likely
to experience abuse than their male colleagues. Women
face sexual harassment more often than men, irrespec-
tive of their profession. Studies show that most of the ha-
rassment towards men occur in the form of name-calling
and attempts to embarrass; however, for women, the
most common formsof harassmentwere sexual in nature
(Stroud & Cox, 2018, p. 293). Seven of the respondents
(22 percent) also stated that they had also faced physical
threats online. Two of them were rape threats and the
other five featured abduction and physical attacks.
Drawing from feminist media theories, I argue that
hegemonic masculinity maintains that women don’t be-
long in public spheres such as newsmedia, and this study
confirms that barriers continue to prevent female jour-
nalists, from being as accepted as their male counter-
parts. One of the senior reporters of a daily business
newspaper stated:
We have a long way to go in creating equality in our
society and gendered treatment inside news media
organisations and sexist comments of the audience
is just a part of it….Our society still expects us to see
in traditional roles…cooking, taking care of the home.
(Interviewee, 17 February, 2019)
4.2. The Platform of Online Abuse
Respondents were also asked where (on which online
platform) they faced harassment. Out of 32 who re-
sponded to this question, 20 individuals singled out per-
sonal messaging apps and 18 identified social network-
ing sites. Five respondents said that Email was the plat-
form for harassment whereas only two mentioned on-
line news comments. A large number of female journal-
ists are facing harassment via personal messaging apps
such as Viber andWhatsapp. It suggests that most of the
harassment is private in nature. Studies (Adams, 2018;
Usher, Holcomb, & Littman, 2018) of the western world
indicate that harassment was more common in the form
of trolling and public posts. The findings of the inter-
view suggest that such practices were less frequent in
Nepal’s case. Nevertheless, some of the journalists ac-
knowledged that they have faced nasty comments in
public posts. While the Nepali news media have started
moderating online comments, news stories shared on
social media platforms continue to receive hateful com-
ments, mostly misogynistic.
Journalism is Nepal is largely dominated by men.
Female journalists in Nepal face various forms of discrim-
ination regarding their salaries and promotion prospects
(Koirala, 2018, p. 225). It is worrying that more than
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two-thirds of female journalists face harassment online.
Worse still, most of this harassment is sexual in na-
ture and hardly reported. Participation of female jour-
nalists in Nepal is limited to 18 percent of the work-
force (Federation of Nepali Journalists, 2017). Men al-
ways have dominated journalism and when women en-
ter this sphere, they challenge men’s power and control
(Everbach, 2018). Online harassmentmight be one of the
ways to resist women’s entry into journalism.
4.3. Offenders of Online Harassment
The next question of the interview tried to identify who
the perpetrators were. Unlike the findings of other stud-
ies (Adams, 2018; IWMF, 2014) which suggest a larger
number of offenders tend to be male colleagues/bosses,
only 15 percent (n = 5) of the online-based abuse was
committed by their male colleagues or males in a senior
position.More than 62 percent (n= 20) of the abusewas
from someone who could not be identified. Around 22
percent (n = 7) of the respondents stated that the ha-
rassmentwas fromnews sources or people they knewon
a personal level. Three respondents also stated that they
had been asked for sexual favours in exchange for a news
story via email and Facebook messenger. One of the re-
spondents stated that the person was a senior officer at
the ministry: “He was not direct but the implied mean-
ing of the email was what will I get in exchange for this
news story. Can you and I go somewhere quiet and ro-
mantic for a drink to discuss it [the information for news]
further,” she quoted him as saying (personal communica-
tion). Ammu Joseph’s (2005) research with female jour-
nalists also found that character assassination, touching,
and demands for sexual favours were some of the types
of harassment reported by the female journalists. While
the medium for harassment has changed over time, the
findings indicate that male news sources feel entitled to
sexual favours in exchange for news stories.
The study shows that most of the harassment was
coming from anonymous users and 18 percent of the
online harassment incidents were from male colleagues.
One of the participants stated that in most of the in-
stances harassment had come from an unidentified ac-
count and she never bothered to find the perpetrator.
She said:
If I had tried to find out the offender, maybe I could….I
just wanted to forget the incident and move for-
ward…I thought I would be devastated if I find out the
offenderwas someone I knowat a personal level. (per-
sonal communication)
The findings indicate that the anonymity provided by the
Internet gives perpetrators greater courage to humiliate
their victims.Most of their interactions take place in pub-
lic spaces, surrounded by many people, whereas in on-
line conversation they find the ‘privacy’ which they lack
in their offices.
4.4. Influence of Online Harassment
Studies have shown that experiences with online harass-
ment can incite fear and other emotional symptoms. It is
argued that it can also lead individuals to become more
cautious in expressing their views (Gelber & McNamara,
2016; Nadim & Fladmoe, 2016) and silence journalists
(Henrichsen et al., 2015). I contend that online harass-
ment of women is a form of sex discrimination that
may cause short-term as well as long-term harm. It is
meant to silence and humiliate women who try to en-
termale-dominated spaces (Barak, 2005; Vitis &Gilmour,
2017). To examine the influence of online harassment,
the respondents were asked how the harassment im-
pacted their personal and professional lives. The major-
ity of the respondents who received abusive messages
reported that it had a significant impact on them. Most
of the respondents who received harassment repeatedly
stated that they found the experience ‘traumatic.’ One of
them (television presenter/reporter) discussed how the
repeated incidents were discouraging her from continu-
ing in the profession:
I have encountered repeated harassment about my
looks and physical attributes from unknown people
online….Oneof themwas also a rape threat….The com-
ments can be so vulgar that I am hesitant to share the
details…thismakesme very conscious aboutmyself….I
struggle to concentrate on my reporting and find my-
self discouraged. (Interviewee, February 20, 2019)
A political reporter shared her experience of being a tar-
get from an opponent party while reporting a news story
concerning ‘shut-down protest.’ Because of the repeated
incidents of similar harassment, she stated that she was
considering changing career shortly. She said:
I received several messages on my Facebook and
Twitter, most of them in the form of private messages.
It included physical threats and some of the com-
ments were also sexist in nature….I am so frustrated
that I want to leave this profession. (Interviewee,
July 22, 2019)
Five of the respondents said that they considered chang-
ing their career at some point after facing harassment.
This is particularly alarming given that participation of fe-
male journalists is already low in Nepal. With an increas-
ing number of media houses, there is tough competition
for opportunities. However, female journalists argue that
the work environment is not ‘women-friendly’ and the
experiences of the online world are adding to their woes.
One of the Pokhara based news reporters highlighted
how repeated sexist comments were an additional bur-
den to bear on top of her high workload:
I’ve tried my best not to let cyber-bullying impact my
news reporting but there are many occasions when
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I feel discouraged….While I know my job has been
so easy because of the Internet…online experience is
just adding problems to our already challenging pro-
fession. (Interviewee, July 22, 2019)
While the trolling and bullying online was usually from
people they did not know or from fake accounts, respon-
dents had also received such abuse from someonewithin
their circle. One of the radio correspondents in her late
twenties says:
Harassment makes it uncomfortable to cover a spe-
cific area if your harasser is your news source….I know
it was an important news story but I simply dropped
the story as covering it meant to reach the same per-
son [offender] time and again. I have experienced ha-
rassment in a face to face interview too but it just
gets nastier and unbearable when it is online. The
harassment is more indirect in physical communica-
tion…they [news sources] imply certain things like
they want ‘something’ in exchange for news…it is not
very direct. (Interviewee, February 21, 2019)
The majority (60 percent, n = 19) of the female journal-
ists who have faced harassment said that they have lim-
ited their online activities or been more cautious while
sharing or posting something on social media platforms.
Three of them reported abstaining from controversial
topics while two of themdropped a news story, following
an incident of online harassment.
The comments reveal that the abuse was affecting
their opinion and journalistic content. Participants re-
ported that they avoidedparticular topics such aswomen
rights, feminism, and corruption to ‘save’ them from the
possible bullying. Most of the participants stated that
they were practising “self-censorship” in terms of con-
tent and style. One of the reporters also said that she
prefers being anonymous in controversial stories.
One of the senior reporters of a Pokhara based local
newspaper states:
There are times, I write, post, edit, and post and
delete. As I report on issues related to gender, my
posts and news stories seem too angry many peo-
ple….Because of the repeated incidents of intimi-
dation online as well as offline, I prefer to limit
my online presence, particularly on Facebook and
Twitter….Most of the time they [offenders] attempt
to shut us down in the name of “saving our culture.”
(Interviewee, July 22, 2019)
4.5. Combating Online Harassment
This study also examines the mechanisms used by fe-
male journalists to curb such abuse. Emma A. Jane (2016,
p. 2) suggests that combating online harassment requires
a combination of individualism as well as collectivism—
in what could be described as a hybrid of second- and
third-wave approaches. The third-wave of feminism be-
gan in the 1990s as a backlash against the second-wave
of feminism and began to apply feminist theory to a
wider variety of women in terms of colour, sexuality,
and other characteristics. Some of the popular strategies
have been around hashtag campaigns such as #Metoo
and #Everydaysexism. However, most of the strategies
shared by the participants were more individual in na-
ture. This indicates that there is a lack of solidarity when
it comes to the issue of harassment. Nevertheless, the
findings show that the female journalists with greater ex-
perience were more aware of the need to report the is-
sue and also had developed strategies on dealing with
the abuse. Respondents were asked: What strategies do
you (as a woman journalist) use to avoid/minimize inci-
dents of harassment online or to help you deal with the
abuse? Participants were allowed to pick more than one
option andwere asked to add additional strategies if they
had one.
Out of the 32 responses received, 20 (62 percent)
mentioned ignoring the abuse. Themajority of them sug-
gested that they had to develop a ‘thick skin’ to cope
with the harassment. One of the online news reporters
pointed out that the major strategy was to be strong
hearted like a man. She went on to say that although on-
line abuse was unacceptable the easiest way seemed to
be just to ignore as if it had never happened (personal
communication). This indicates that some of the journal-
ists are adapting to become “one of the boys” (Melin-
Higgins, 2004, p. 199); embracing this strategy and re-
jecting their female gender to fit in with the masculine
normative is highly likely to impact news production by
reducing the diversity of voices.
Only two of the respondents said that she informed
her employer so that they might take action. Likewise,
14 (44 percent) of them also mentioned that they had
deactivated their accounts or had kept offline for a time.
Being forced to stay away from the Internet means their
voices were silenced.
Three of the respondents said that they haddiscussed
the issue in the forum of female journalists or amongst
themselves. None of them mentioned reporting it to the
police. It may be mainly because offenders continue to
enjoy impunity in the absence of any strict laws relating
to cyber-harassment or themale-dominant culture of the
news media which allows perpetrators to operate freely.
Two of the respondents also reported the abuse to
Facebook. This indicates that at least some female jour-
nalists are aware of how to seek help from online plat-
forms to stay safe. The other questions were included to
examine hownewsmedia organisationswere addressing
this issue.
Respondents were asked if they thought their organ-
isation was helping them (and their colleagues) to cope
with cyber harassment. Only four out of 48 respondents
stated that they were positive about their organisations’
approach against harassment online as well as offline.
The majority of them expressed doubt that their media
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house was equipped to deal with such issues.
One of the respondents working in an online news
portal said:
Nobody has ever talked about it [any sort of harass-
ment]. We [female journalists] still hesitate to report
it to our boss if we are harassed physically. So, report-
ing online harassment might be ridiculed. Many of us
are not even sure what extent of harassment is bear-
able and what should be reported….Organisational
policies on such issues would have helped but
we don’t have one that deals with cyber-attacks.
(Interviewee, February 26, 2019)
Only one of the respondents reported having stayed on
the sidelines while reporting a news story on domestic
violence. Three other of the 32 respondents stated they
had dropped a news report or avoided reporting on a par-
ticular issue due to their fear of abuse.Quantitatively, the
number might not seem huge. However, these findings
show a trendwhere harassment is influencingwomen on
a professional and emotional level with increasing num-
bers of female journalists limiting their activities online
as a coping mechanism against harassment. The under-
reporting of online harassment suggests that ‘the cul-
ture of shame’ and the apparent hegemonic masculinity
is forcing female journalists to remain quiet. The victim-
blaming culture is another aspect of Nepali societywhich
results in many victims, including those in journalism,
preferring not to disclose such incidents.
The findings suggest that female reporters are re-
maining silent for fear of being shrugged off by their se-
niors. Female journalists are making conscious decisions
to maintain low profiles and steer clear of issues likely to
ignite cyberbullying. Based on this study, female journal-
ists have mostly been bullied via social media—mainly
Facebook—possibly to its status as one of the preferred
social media platforms.
Most of the respondents stated that they were try-
ing to curb the issue of harassment on a personal level.
I argue that there are no personal solutions to this. Only
collective action can bring about a permanent reduction
in, if not an end, to gender-based harassment. Following
the “Me Too movement” (a large movement against sex-
ual harassment and assault in whichmedia began report-
ing widespread harassment by powerful male figures),
the potential of social media to strengthen the reach
of women’s activism by bringing women’s concerns to
the mainstream media (Carter Olson, 2016) is being ex-
plored. However, in Nepal’s context, there is still a long
way to go as journalists who are responsible for expos-
ing such issues are shying away from reporting the issue
of their own harassment.
5. Conclusion
This article shows that female journalists are being sub-
ject to online abuse, forcingmany of them to be silenced.
The experiences of female journalists indicate that the
Internet sustains sexist abuse, objectification of women,
and male hegemony. For most of the women who partic-
ipated in the research, abuse actually worsened due to
their work in the news media industry. The online abuse
is not only negatively affecting women’s lives, but also
their journalism. I contend that if women’s voices are
excluded (or silenced) due to online harassment, it be-
comes a threat not only to the exercise of free speech
but also to the functioning of democracy itself (Nadim &
Fladmoe, 2019, p. 12). The research indicates that online
harassment is forcing women to be marginalised from
the media industry (Byerly & Ross, 2006, p. 231).
The article has demonstrated that online harassment
is making female journalists cautious when expressing
their opinions. The findings also indicate that female jour-
nalists keep these incidents private which partly explains
why Nepali society is unaware of this issue’s prevalence.
The plurality of voices is one of the key indicators of a
democratic society. During the decade-long conflict, the
safety of journalists was at a record low due to deaths,
disappearances, and a number of physical attacks. While
the safety situation has improved since the end of the
armed conflict, the experience stated above poses se-
rious questions regarding the safety of journalists and
press freedom in Nepal.
Online harassment may have numerous conse-
quences including psychological, financial, and even
physical. As the findings indicate, after facing online
abuse, journalists become cautious for their own safety,
forced to self-censor, or stop reporting entirely, and even
change their profession. Globally, there is an increased
demand for digital safety to curb incidents of such abuse,
however, at present, few tools are available to help jour-
nalists. In Nepal’s context, as the study indicates, the ma-
jority of journalists lack the basic knowledge to create a
safe digital space.
According to the respondents, news organisations in
Nepal lack policies on digital security or even against
harassment. Besides law enforcement and adequate
laws against digital harassment, journalistic training
to promote awareness of the tools and strategies to
cope with harassment are also likely to be important.
Similarly, feminist interventions—crucial in combating
online harassment—have largely been absent in Nepal’s
case. As a result, there was no solidarity in the efforts
against harassment with most choosing an individual
strategy for a common problem.
The findings presented here should encourage more
research into the gendered nature of online harass-
ment. More detailed studies are necessary to examine
the impacts of such harassment. I have situated the is-
sue of online harassment particularly concerning the
‘second-wave of feminism’ which presents women as a
homogenous group whose interests are represented by
a single politics. While there are some advantages to
representing women as a single group, it may be chal-
lenging to address the issues of misogyny in cyberspace.
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While the focus of the study is on gendered harassment,
it has ignored the experiences of women of particular
castes, religions, as well as other categories. Future stud-
ies should include the experiences of female journalists
from particular racial groups, castes, ethnic groups, or
religions for an adequate exploration of online harass-
ment. Theoretically, future research may benefit from
broader arguments of feminism beyond the identity pol-
itics approach.
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